The fascination of contrasts. The light switch reinvented.
- VDE Standard

**pure stainless steel**
1gang 1way switch

**future® linear**
Busch Comfort Switch

**Busch-a
cent**
1gang 1way switch

**carat® glass black**
1gang 1way switch

[www.BUSCH-JAEGER.com](http://www.BUSCH-JAEGER.com)
Every detail counts, where atmosphere is the aim.
Wiring Accessories
Individual in form and colour.

Contrasts merge to form a unique unit. Beauty begins beyond the usual appearance and where convention ends. Even in rooms. The switch series solo® combines contrasting colours and forms to create a perfected harmony. A stylistic class for everyone who likes and lives for something special.
Design beyond the norm.

toscana

manhattan

savanne

sahara

meteor

husky
2 gang combination Switch/Socket Outlet, shuttered
Colour: davos
The "essential features" become evident when reductions are made.

When the eye rests it can focus on the essential features. Concentration on plain functionalism fascinates with its clarity and independence. The attraction of future® and future® linear lies in its uncompromising, straight forward design. Combining defined colours – complementary to an up-to-date, architectonic concept – it is independent of time and fashion.
future®

future® linear
Clearly uncompromising.

future®
- ivory
- stone
- graphite

future® linear
- ivory
- stone
- anthrazit

aluminium silver
future® linear

2gang combination Switch/Socket Outlet, shuttered
Colour: studio white
Carat is our clear commitment to sophisticated design. The language of straight lines and genuine materials instead of imitations are combined to give a high-quality shape. As an independent object, the switch from the carat® series becomes an integral component of a high-grade representative architecture.
Pure and sensual. Extravagant and noble.
2 gang Combination switch/socket outlet, shuttered. Colour: carat® glass white
Properly setting tones is an art. With fresh colours, enjoy the spatial experience of a room. *Busch-axcent* appears weightless. Its design is uncompromisingly linear. Its colours are unique. They correspond with the modern stylish decor. They create atmosphere. They also provide orientation - right down to the control system of modern architecture.
A linear and weightless effect

blue  red
yellow  green
Busch-axcent

2gang combination Switch/Socket Outlet, shuttered
Colour: white
Clarity and strength of expression.

Nature is the inspiration with the highly expressive, clear colours of its precious stones and metals, rare minerals and natural substances. *alpha exclusive* captures these impressions and combines them to form a composition full of strength and energy. The perfected design is appealing with its classical and valuable charm. The colour shades set exclusive and unmistakable accents in all the rooms.
One-of-a-kind and distinctive.

- titanium
- palladium
- chrome/amber*
- obsidian*
- ivory

* Discontinued color
2gang combination Switch/Socket Outlet, shuttered
Colour: alabaster
Peace and harmony create an atmosphere of equilibrium. Well-balanced proportions allow a great deal of possibilities. With details such as a soft, reduced structure and broad spectrum of colours, the *alpha nea*® has an unobtrusive effect, yet still remains impressive. A switch that adapts to almost any interior design.
Reduced forms. Balanced design.

bronze
hansa blue*
platinum/hansa blue*
platinum
ivory
studio white, matt
bronze/mahogany*

* Discontinued color
2gang combination Switch/Socket Outlet, shuttered
Colour: studio white
Light and form in perfect harmony.

In contrasts between light and dark, colours and forms become particularly prominent. *impuls* merges these impressions into an extraordinary design and an innovative technology with permanent light radiance. Clear straight lines are combined with the soft elegance of the circle, thereby creating contrasts that are fascinating. This switch is also conspicuous in the dark with its well-thought out design and convincing functionality – permanent discreet lighting ensures safe orientation and highlights the interplay of these forms.
Balanced forms with accentuated light aura.

Permanent aura of light thanks to long-lasting LED technology in the colours white, red and blue.
2gang combination Switch/Socket Outlet, shuttered.
Colour: chrome/alpine white
There are landscapes and natural phenomena that fascinate time and again. The colours and forms are unobtrusive and yet leave a lasting impression. The Reflex SI/Reflex SI Linear switch series consists of two different lines of design – gently rounded or objectively square.
Forms of classic beauty.

Reflex SI / SI Linear
- alpine white
- alpine white

Busch-Duro 2000° SI / SI Linear
- white
- white
Reflex SI/
Reflex SI Linear

2-gang combination Switch/Socket Outlet, shuttered.
Design: Reflex SI Linear.
Colour: alpine white

He who seeks the outstanding must leave the usual behind and cross frontiers. 

**pure stainless steel** is one hundred per cent uncompromising. In its design, in its material qualities, in its constant effect. In the consistency of this idea, the new quality claim becomes clear: the perfect combination of aesthetics, function and long life. Pointing to the future.
pure stainless steel
Timeless aestheticism.

1 gang 1 way switch  
2 gang 1 way switch  
Blind control  
Socket Outlet with hinged lid  
Control switch with red lens, with marking 1 and 0
pure stainless steel

2gang Combination Switch/Socket Outlet, shuttered.
Colour: stainless steel.
Delicate colours give a fresh approach.

Nature has awoken to new life. The colours are shining in gentle clarity. Spring is in the air and this brings joy and harmony. This atmosphere is caught by spring® in its design. Its modern form offers many possible combinations, the reserved pastel shades bring a lively accent to every room.
Lightness and harmony.
2gang combination Switch/Socket Outlet, shuttered. Colour: alpine white
The changing light, which is often random in nature, allows us really to perceive our environment. The **Comfort Switch** does this in a special way. It combines four comfort stages in only one switch.
Busch Comfort Switch*

* available in all colours and switch programmes except impuls.
New ways in switching.

Busch Comfort Switch
2gang Combination Comfort Switch
Outlet. Colour: davos

The switch with four operating modes

**Basic comfort:** Switches in the normal way.

**Medium comfort:** Automatic switching-on function but is switched off by hand – sometimes less automation is preferable.

**Timing comfort:** Manual switch-on function but with automatic switching-off function – you can determine the length of the time interval.

**Maximum comfort:** Fully automatic switching.

**Two dimmers in one**

Two lights dim independently of each other with the press of a button. The orientation light on the dimmer makes it easy to find in the dark.

Busch 2gang Dimmer
solo®. Colour: davos
Ideas that make life safer and more pleasant.
Knx Sensors

Knx Sensor 1gang

Knx Sensor 2gang

Knx Sensor 4gang

Knx-Room Thermostat with Double Touch Sensor

Knx IR-Sensor with 3gang Control Cover

Cover frames, for vertical or horizontal installation

Cover frame with label holder, vertical and horizontal mounting, available in versions with 1 to 5 parts

1 example of solo®, colour: davos

2 for ABB Powernet KNX and ABB i-bus® KNX.
Busch-Watchdog 180 UP Sensor Comfort II
Switch series solo®. Colour: davos

KNX Sensor® with 2gang Touch Sensor®
Switch series solo®. Colour: davos

Automatically in the right light
Reacting to movement, the light automatically switches on. Leaving the detection zone, the light automatically switches off again.

Central and convenient operation and display
Delivers all kinds of information from all around the house and includes the control option which otherwise is only provided by two additional switches.

\(^1\) available in all switch programmes
\(^2\) for ABB Powernet KNX and ABB i-bus® KNX.
Busch-Jaeger products are available at your electrical specialist

Busch-Jaeger Elektro GmbH
P.O.Box
58505 Lüdenscheid

Freisenbergstraße 2
58513 Lüdenscheid
Germany

www.BUSCH-J AEGER.com
info.bje@de.abb.com

Central sales service:
Phone: +49 (2351) 956-0
Fax: +49 (2351) 956-1380